A TRAUMA-SENSITIVE SPORTS PRACTICE

DNA OF A TRAUMA-SENSITIVE COACH

THINKS
1. Considers each player as an individual with unique strengths and a different tolerance for stress.
2. Understands the science of the brain and how it can impact a child’s behavior before assigning blame.

BELIEVES
1. In the power of sports to heal - that the presence of a caring coach, supportive teammates, and physical activity can be protective.
2. All kids are doing the best that they can do given their unique contexts.
3. A player’s progress is not linear and requires time, patience and care.

DOES
1. Creates a deeply safe space where kids are protected enough to take risks.
2. Helps players recognize and own their progress as they build skills.
3. Provides opportunities for kids to have choice over their experience.

TRAUMA-SENSITIVE SPORTS PRACTICE

TRANSITION
A good transition starts at least 30 minutes before practice is going to start. Players are given time and space to adjust to their new context. A transition lays the groundwork for safety because it is consistent and youth-directed. Transitions help start players down the pathway to being present.

SPACE
Coaches set the space up in a consistent way so players know what to expect and gives them options to choose from to help facilitate their transition.

INTERACTIONS
Coaches create opportunities for informal connection by setting up optional collaborative activities and offering high-fives, handshakes, light inquiries, and check-ins.

RITUALS
Kids are in charge of how they use their time, but coaches offer consistent markers or countdowns to help kids stay oriented towards what’s ahead.

WARM-UP
A trauma-sensitive warm-up routine helps the team and each individual player get ready by engaging in consistent activities that include choice elements. It’s a time for players to get oriented towards their bodies and the good and bad stress of the day.

CHECK IN
Coaches facilitate reflection for players about how they are feeling, what’s happening in their bodies and what to expect for the day.

WARM-UP ACTIVITIES
Coaches design an active team routine in which the experience becomes centered around the body and help players identify the things they need to do as individuals to get themselves ready.

HUDDLE UP
Coaches share the expectations of the day and work with players to identify and prepare for potential moments of bad stress.

PLAY
During the “play” phase, coaches help players gain and maintain competence, control, and positive connections. They manipulate activities and the environment to help every kid “get a win” and try and string those wins together so that they get on a “hot streak.”

CHECK IN
Coaches build competence by recognizing small accomplishments and using the momentum to engage in the next activity.

BOOST
Coaches offer the chance for players to opt out of bad stress behavior that may be by calling their own time out, adopting a mistake ritual, or going to the “reset” zone where a player can work on fundamentals until they get back to good stress.

BREAK
Coaches facilitate reflection for players about potential moments of bad stress.

COOL DOWN
The cool down phase acknowledges that it takes a while to reset the body after being active. It gives ownership of this resetting process to the players and helps them prepare for the upcoming transition (which may be to a less safe space).

ENDING TRADITION
Coaches offer a game or scrimmage that is always a marker for practice approaching its close and helps kids leave on a high note.

COOL DOWN
Coaches design an active team routine in which the experience becomes centered around the body (how to take ownership over decreasing the heart rate) and help players identify the things they need to do as individuals to get themselves ready to transition.

TEAM TIME
Coaches facilitate a consistent conversation where players get to connect with each other and talk about whatever they want to share.

TRANSITION
A good transition lasts for at least 30 minutes. It reinforces the safety of the space by allowing players enough time to manage the close of practice and prepare for what comes next.

SPACE
Coaches stay in the room and leave equipment out for any player who wants to “play out” some lingering part of the game.

INTERACTIONS
Coaches remain available for informal interactions or intentional interventions with players who might benefit from more help moving on to the next thing.

RITUALS
Kids are in charge of how they use their time, but coaches offer consistent markers or countdowns to help kids stay oriented towards what’s ahead.

UP2US SPORTS
With so much research emerging about the physical components of trauma recovery and new investment in creating trauma-sensitive environments, Up2Us Sports is committed to reimagining youth sports as part of the solution for all young people, especially those living in urban underserved communities.

Up2Us Sports works in two ways:
TRAIN COACHES IN TRAUMA-SENSITIVE SPORTS
We train coaches to create trauma-sensitive sports experiences that give young people the space and time to heal.

SUPPORT YOUTH SPORTS ORGANIZATIONS
We support youth sports organizations as they develop strong referral networks that link their participants and families to core community resources outside of sport.

Trauma-sensitive coaches know that their sport programs, combined with networks of allies, can help keep one more kid on a positive path for one more day.